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Prueba de Inglés 1

Management at free kicks	  

 
The following procedures should benefit the control and management of free kicks: 
 
• Once any disciplinary 1) ____________ have been dealt with, ensure that the ball is positioned 
 where the 2) ____________  occurred as quickly as possible. 
 
• If the attacking team has decided not to take a 3) ‘____________ ’ free kick, then clearly advise 
 them (by showing 4) ____________  to the kicker) that they must wait for a signal. If the kick is 
 taken before the signal the free kick must be 5) ____________  in all cases, regardless of the  
 6) ____________  of the premature kick. The offending kicker will be given a yellow card. 
 
• Manage and 7) ____________  any defending players 8) ____________  the ball.  
 
• Manage the ‘wall’ by measuring the distance, not through the wall but to the 9) ____________  and also 
simultaneously controlling the position of the ball. Any player who refuses to  
 10) ____________  the required minimum distance should be given a yellow card. 
 
• 11) ____________  a correct position (monitoring the ball, wall and 12) ____________ ). 
 
• Signal that the free kick may be taken. If the defenders 13) ____________ the wall while the kick is being 
taken, re-take the free kick if a goal is not scored and yellow card the offending  player(s). 
 
• Ensure that the ball is placed in 14) ____________  position for the re-take and follow the same 
 procedure. 
 
In cases of misbehaviour of the players in the wall, the referees are advised that after  
15) ____________  an initial warning any further misbehaviour should be 16) ____________  by 
disciplinary sanction i.e. yellow or red card(s) - another warning is not appropriate. 
 
 
Please circle the correct option below: 
 
 1. a) volumes b) weights  c) measures   
 2. a) insult b) offence c) event   
 3. a) rapid b) quick c) rush  
 4. a) the whistle b) the blower c) the pitta 
 5. a) retaken b) overruled c) overturned 
 6. a) outcome (resultado) b) income (ingreso) c) overcome (derrotar)  
 7. a) book b) replace (sustituir) c) remove   
 8. a) inside b) in front of c) behind   
 9. a) side b) top c) middle   
 10. a) treat b) threaten c) retreat   
 11. a) take up b) pull down c) bring back   
 12. a) TV camera b) goalkeeper c) assistant referee  
 13. a) jump in b) move in c) advance from   
 14. a) similar b) same c) different   
 15. a) issuing (to give) b) retracting (retractarse) c) taking back  (retractarse)  
 16. a) rewarded  b) punished c) punched  


